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Boy, the temperature lows have been low! What with below zero temperatures and severe wind chills, January has had its 

weather moments.   

 

For those with properties on lakes and ponds, I would like to remind you to have your dock ice bubblers on timers and 

temperature controls to limit the impact of your de-icing footprint. It is thoughtless to have football field sized holes in the ice, 

especially when neighbors want to get out onto the lakes for recreation activities. It also is kinder on the lake, allowing it to more 

naturally "rest" for the winter, while minimizing sediment disturbance. 

 

Being out on the frozen lake is a beautiful experience, whether you are snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, or if conditions are 

right, ice skating and ice-boating.  If you are out on a lake or pond, don't forget to bring ice-picks, to be used in case you run into 

trouble. These picks can be life-savers, literally, if you fall in. A lake may be frozen to significant depths, but still have thin 

sections and "ridges". These ridges form when the overall ice layers expand as they thicken, causing local "tectonics". This can 

leave a weak section, which is to be avoided.  

 

There are now several "bob-houses" near the State Beach on Lake Sunapee and elsewhere. It is great to see the yearly ritual of ice 

fishing in the area. Playing outside even in the cold temperatures is good for the soul, whether you are hiking or simply walking 

the dog. When walking conditions are icy, having ice-trekkers or ice-chains on your boots will help considerably. The conditions 

for downhill skiing and boarding have been really nice, too. To stay comfortable, dress in layers. Forget fashion, bundle up for 

the weather, get outdoors and have fun! 


